Manual walk-behind sweeper

Sweep smarter, not harder with
the Nobles Scout-series sweepers
The Scout™ 3
It’s efficient
Dual side brushes increase the
sweeping path to 34 in / 870 mm, and
a large 1.8 ft3 / 50 L hopper saves you
trips to the dumpster, which gives you
more time for cleaning.

It’s flexible
The is well suited for indoor and
outdoor cleaning. Manual operation
makes it the perfect option for
noise-sensitive environments.

It’s durable
Major components field-proven in
commercial applications for 10 years.
Wrapped front bumper design helps
prevent high-impact damage to
body and side brushes.

It’s easy
Simple, no-tool side brush adjustments
and easy-to-use operation mean less
time training and more time cleaning.
The contoured handle is padded and
ergonomically designed for optimal
operator comfort.

Four no-nonsense features
1.

Fully adjustable
dual side brushes
clean corners and
edges easily without
changing directions
and can be adjusted
to your floor surface.

hopper
2. Large
(1.8 ft / 50 L)
3

reduces empties
and is easy to
remove, simplifying the cleaning
process and
increasing operator
productivity.

TwinMax™ Sweeping Technology
Equipped with TwinMax sweeping technology,
the Scout™ 3 cleans your floors in a single
pass. The twin, counter-rotating brushes
combine overthrow and direct sweeping
principles to capture large and small debris
with one machine.

TwinMax technology is designed for sweeping
multiple surfaces in both indoor and outdoor
environments, giving you maximum versatility
for anytime, anywhere cleaning.

brushes
3. TennantTrue®
are designed to fit
your machine and
deliver optimal
cleaning performance.
Chevron bristle pattern
and TwinMax technology work together to
pick up more debris in
a single pass.

4. Ergonomically
designed handle,
contoured and padded
for operator comfort

Optimize cleaning performance with
TennantTrue®
Maximize the uptime and life of your Tennant equipment with
TennantTrue Parts and Service. Benefit from the unmatched knowledge of our team of over 400 factory-trained and certified Tennant
Service technicians. TennantTrue Parts are designed to fit your Tennant
machine and deliver optimal cleaning performance. This helps reduce
machine downtime and service calls. Depend on TennantTrue to help
you maximize the effectiveness of cleaning operations.
TennantTrue Parts program includes Tennant, Nobles, Green Machines
and Orbio cleaning equipment.

Scout™ 3 Specifications

Engineered by Tennant Company,
the Scout 3 is the smart, reliable
choice for your no-nonsense
cleaning needs.

Cleaning path

34 in		

870 mm

Main brush length

20 in		

500 mm

Main brush diameter

7.8 in		

200 mm

Side brush diameter

13 in		

320 mm

Debris hopper volume capacity

1.8 ft3		

50 L

Drive type

Belt

Power system		

Manual

Nobles
701 North Lilac Drive
Minneapolis, MN 55422

Product length

43 in		

1092 mm

Product width

30 in		

760 mm

USA/Canada: +1.800.553.8033
Quebec: +1.800.361.9050

Product height

55.7 in		

416 mm

www.nobles.com
nobles@tennantco.com

Product weight

66 lb		

30 kg

Warranty

See your local representative
for warranty information

Specifications subject to change without notice.
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Authorized Nobles Dealer:
Keep Clean Products, Inc.,
15014 Staff Court
Gardena, CA 90248
Ph: (310)327-7418
www.keepclean.com

